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RUHR STEEL CITY ATTACKED

Heavy bombers over the Ruhr last night had Bochum as the main target. A

number of large steel works make ■ this city of 320,000 inhabitants and its ring
of satellite towns a target of the. first importance.

Though. Bochum has already been heavily damaged this year it was still

capable of turning out a proportion of the special steels which are needed for

many weapons, from guns to aircraft, as veil as for machine tools, of which the

Germans have now admitted a serious shortage.

It is in the centre of the richest part of the Ruhr coal basin and so has

immediate access to the good coking coal' without which special high-grade steels

cannot readily be manufactured, Only with the greatest difficulty could the

Germans make these' special steels- anywhere except in the Ruhr.

The attack began. very early, before 9 o’ clock in the' evening, and crews

were there and back between tea and supper. The weather was favourable, with

only some light cloud and the usual industrial haze over the target.

Well concentrated fires were soon started, end by the end of the attack smoke

was up to 12. ,a feet. At one stare it looked as though an oil Container had been

hit - there was a sudden enormous rush of flame and then of dense smoke.

All reports agree that the defences were by no means so strong as at the

beginning of the Battle of the Ruhr, when the devastation of its close-packed war

industries was the immediate threat, ."Altogether it was the quietest Ruhr trip I

have Been on”, on experienced" Lancaster captain said.

Flak was weak: throughout the attack. A great nunber of searchlights were

turned on - one report said 300 - but they seemed to be working without method.

"lifter bombing”, a Halifax captain said, "I saw a. solid wall of light in

front of me, with about 200 searchlights waving across the sky like pendulums.

Although we had to fly through then they didn't seen able to pick us up.’

Night fighters were. also, much less active than during recent attacks on

targets further oast, though the sky was certainly not free, of then. Sergeant

W. Leary, of Manchester, mid-upper gunner in a Lancaster, who has previously

shot down one night fighter and damaged another, last night drove off three

fighters. Just before Bochum he shot up a Focke Wulf 190, Over the

got hits on the port wing and fusel-age of another, and 20 minutes later he drove

a. Bunkers 33 down. The Junkers cane out of a searchlight -cone, fired a. red

cartridge as a. signal to dowse the searchlights, and then fired, two long; bursts

which went under the Lancaster, Then Sgt, Leary opened fire and .the Junkers

dived away.

On the edge of too tercet, a. Halifax's rear gunner hit a Messerschmitt 109
three of the crew saw' it strike the ground and explode,

Canada’s famous Moose squadron, whose first C.O. was the late Wing

Commander John ( "Moose" ) Fulton, D. S,0,, D.F.C,, A.F-C., and which has been led
for the. past year by W/C, Mervin M. Fleming's D. F.C.

,

of Ottawa, chalked up

their 1,000th sortie of 1943 last night by taking part in the attack.

During the past nine months "The Moosemen" have flown their Halifaxes

to a large number of targets in Germany, Italy and occupied territory.


